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Reactor Chemistry

Water Chemistry

Water Chemistry

WATER CHEMISTRY

FUEL MATERIAL

RADIATION WASTE

CLEANING 
SYSTEMS

DEGASSING
DECONTAMINATION

Corrosion  aging of 
power plant

Big deposits on 
fuel  decrease 
cooling, damage 
encapsulation, 
lower reactivity

Water chemistry, corrosion and material interact giving 
radioactive contamination
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Covalent bond

Water Chemistry, 25°C

δ-

δ+

104.45°

Angle between H-O-H
 dipole moment
 great solvent for salts
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Water Chemistry, 25°C

Hydrogen bonds
between molecules
 high boiling point
(no H-bonds Bp=-100°C)

Addition of acid increases
conductivity greatly since
H+ can easily “jump” through
the structure (and so can OH-)

Angle between H-O-H
 dipole moment
 great solvent for salts

Bond strength H-O: 460 kJ/molBond strength H—OH2: 21 kJ/mol

Heat can be stored in the hydrogen
bonds as potential vibration energy
 High specific heat capacity

The density of ice is lower than water
Highest density at +4°C (1 atm)
Density increase with incr.  pressure

Phases

Solid Liquid Gas

Order Disorder
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Phase diagram

611.73 Pa
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Water Chemistry, 300°C

High thermal movement
 Most H-bonds broken
 lower viscosity
 Lower steam pressure

Harder for dipoles to align
in electric fields
 Less polar solvent; more
like benzene
 lower solubility for salts

Kw=[H3O+][OH-]~2×10-11 M2

 Neutral pH=5.65
 Higher conductivity
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+ + OH-
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Dielectric constant

The dielectric constant, ε, is a measure of the degree of polarization
or ability to make electrostatic bonds with other molecules

Water has a dipole moment → high dielectric constant.
At lower T, ε will increase (stronger hydrogen bonds, stronger 
dipoles; stronger polarization)
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Hydration

The free ions that are formed when dissolving a compound in water
will be hydrated, i.e. they will be surrounded by a (various) number
of water molecules; bound to the ion by the dipole moment.

Hydration is often denoted aq.


